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With his professional football career over due to a tragic accident, billionaire Kade Harrison takes on

the task of solving a mystery for his brother-in-law and friend, Max Hamilton. Without his former

career to fill every minute of the day, Kade's looking for something to challenge him--now that he's

lost the career that had meant everything to him. But what starts out as a simple favor soon

becomes a whole lot more than he bargained for when the woman he's seeking slips away from him

every time he gets close to finding her. When Kade does finally corner her, things start to get even

more complicated. Asha Paritala is nothing like he expected, and the female he had tracked down

as a favor for Max soon becomes a woman he wants for his very own, a woman who makes

protective and highly predatory instincts he didn't know he had flare to life inside him. Kade soon

discovers that he wants Asha's total surrender to the desire and passion that vibrates intensely

between the two of them, but he also wants her trust, the one thing Asha's history makes it difficult

for her to give. Can Kade convince her that some things are worth risking it all?  Caught between

two worlds, Asha Paritala is homeless, broke and damaged from a life of abuse and neglect. Born of

an American mother and an Indian immigrant father, Asha was raised as an Indian woman by a

foster family after the death of her natural parents when she was little more than a baby. She's

spent her entire life under the control of others until finally breaking free two years earlier, and she's

determined to keep her freedom, even if it means she has to struggle to survive. But when she

meets Kade Harrison, her resolve is tested. After Kade helps her through a bad situation, she finds

herself beginning to trust Kade as she's never trusted a man before. Kade is everything she always

thought a man should be, but can she lose herself in him completely when she knows she's

damaged and confused. And is it really possible that she could be a lost sibling to two people like

Max Hamilton and Maddie Hudson? Asha is tempted by the possibility of family, and the irresistible

lure of a man like Kade Harrison. Can a woman caught between two cultures, so flawed and so

backward, really reach out and take what she wants, or will the instinct to run from the pain of her

past destroy the hope of happiness for her future?  Find out if two broken souls can heal each other

in The Billionaire's Game, book 4 of The Billionaire's Obsession series!!  This is a complete novel

with no cliffhangers. 18+ due to sexual situations and graphic language.The Billionaire's Obsession
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Kade is an ex-pro football star looking for his new direction in life. He is helping his brother-in-law,

Max, and friend Maddie look for their half-sister, Asha. From the time Kade and Asha meet, Kade's

alpha male protector comes out in full force.Asha is of Indian-American descent. She was raised

culturally as a conservative Indian in a foster family. She escaped an abusive husband and is

looking to find her footing both emotionally and financially. She uses her art talents to paint

commissioned murals in clients homes.Kade and Asha both conflict, and burn up the sheets (and

many other surfaces) together. Given time, they both find the futures they were destined for and

help each other on that journey. Another of Mrs. Scott's great stories with a HEA. Looking forward to

Travis' story. Why do I expect Ally will play a major role?

I loved Allison "Ally" Caldwell...how can you not? She's so genuine. She's working two jobs while

funding her fiance' through dental school AND prepping for her wedding four weeks away. Ally (28)



is absolutely wiped out with all the sacrifices she's made. But it's all worth it (she keeps telling

herself)....until she finds her fiance' cheating on her in their bed! Her loser ex screwed her over and

left her alone in a bad financial situation after she'd given him everything.Ally is a sweet, guileless

blond beauty with striking, emerald green eyes. She's sassy with a sharp intelligence and a soft

curvy body. She's every man's wet dream and is completely oblivious of her charms. She's never

really lived, never done one thing in her life spontaneously. Every move Ally makes is well planned

out. She's tough on the outside but oh so fragile and damaged on the inside. She hides it well. Ally

suffers from low self esteem...she doesn't realize her own worth...and she works for a boss from

hell.Travis "the tyrant" Harrison is an arrogant, moody force of nature. He's a cursing, obnoxious

a**hole...an obstinate, complaining jackass with gorgeous dark chocolate brown eyes that doesn't

miss a thing. He has raven black hair. He's serious, somber and humorless....never laughs...doesn't

even smile. Travis is an intimidating SOB...he's a brilliant businessman and humanitarian who

supports, funds and manages numerous charities. And even though he's an unrelenting anal

perfectionist with integrity...he's also one very hawt piece of yummmmmy cheeeeeze who's

fantasized about making his secretary/assistant (Ally) his for over four years. She haunts him almost

every minute of every day and it's getting worse.This is a fabulous very fast paced story of Ally's

overwhelming tyrant billionaire boss having the hots for her and all the elation and terrifying feelings

that difficult predicament brings - - knowing that pursuing such a relationship would be a mistake,

leaving her to pick up the pieces of the devastating fall out. But there are only so many ways to

ignore a forceful yet charming and attractive, virile, determined alpha male on the prowl!This story

has little to no drama, lots of secrets and surprises. It was simple and sweet with lots of fun office

attraction, "cat/mouse" chases...effortlessly quick and to the point. Brava Ms. Scott!

Love this story! Can't wait for the next book. I would love to see a followup book about all of the

players.

Travis Harrison is my new book boyfriend!!! I love his story the most out of them all and that is

saying a lot! If you know me you know I am a huge JS Scott fan! Let me say JS'S writing style is

absolutely amazing and the way she can make you hot and cold is absolutely stunning. I highly

recommend this book to anyone who loves to read steamy alpha male books! If you don't fall in love

with Travis after you read this book I deem you certifiably insane! Pick this book up today :)

Travis or as he's called by Ally "the boss from hell" can't keep an assistant but Ally seems to be the



best person for him, even if he fires her every day.When Ally catches her fiancÃ© cheating on her,

she carries on without letting her boss know. When she tries to confirm the vacation she requested

a year ago, they get into an argument and the rest is history.Again, I like this series - the books are

similar but they have a story and its not one explicit sex scene after another. Travis and Ally are

funny and I love their interaction. The family and friends group is wonderful and adds another

dimension to the storyline.There is quite a bit of profanity and use of the F-bomb is prolific but its

easy to ignore. I like the characters and the storyline for this series. I look forward to the next

installment and I really enjoy that this is an 88 page novella.
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